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ltl$lern lllinoi$ Stt1te College
FOREWORD
One of the most vital problems confronting
American colleges and universities today is the migration of thousands of youths from one campus to
another. For what are these transfer students seeking? How do they compare the institutions they have
attended? What can we learn from them? This report
is not concerned with a general survey of the situation:
it is concerned with you and Eastern Illinois State
College. Perhaps you are a student, a student's parent or teacher. Perhaps you are a member of the Eastern Area Advisory Council, a group of laymen and
educators who suggest school policy changes. If you
are among none of the above classifications, you, as
a citizen of Illinois, are still vitally concerned, for it
is your taxes that support Eastern Illinois State College.

PURPOSE OF THE TEST
You may be in a business where immediate results tell you how well you are doing your job. Or
you may be in a business where it is hard for you to
put a finger on achievements and say, "I have done
this." Ministers, sociologists, and people who work
in "pure science" have this measuring difficulty. So
do college teachers and administrators. In the final
analysis, their achievements can be measured only
in social good, in whether people are any better or
more productive because the college exists. And tha1
is very hard to measure indeed.
So indirect tests have been devised. Accrediting
agencies use these yardsticks. For example, the
American Association of Colleges for Teacher Education rates Eastern better than 81 per cent of the
teacher-education schools of America. This per cent
is the average of separate scores on such measurable
indicators of merit as "books and magazines per students, "professors per student," "money spent per
student," and "years of preparation per faculty member."
For Eastern, all the tests help answer the question, "How well does the college serve its students
and its area?"
A year ago a group of teachers and officials at
f:astern were discussing this question. Someone said,
"Every year we lose a lot of students. Some of them
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drop out for academic
o r financial
reasons.
Some transfer to other
schools. We understand
the academic and financial dropouts and we
a r e doing something
about them. But why do
students transfer a n d
how well do they succeed at other colleges?
What do they think of
us once they have a basis for comparison?"
The upshot of that discussion in 1950 is this report. The Office of Public Relations drew up the questionnaire shown on page 7. Its main purpose was to
find out: (l) why Eastern students transfer to other
colleges; (2) how well they make out after transferring;
and (3) how they rate Eastern's teaching against teaching at other schools.
Answers to the first two questions tell something
about Eastern by inference. Answers to the last question tell something directly.

THE TESTING PROCEDURE
Seven hundred and forty-five questionnaires
were mailed to former students (not graduates) in
care of registrars at other colleges. Over half were
undeliverable. One hundred and sixteen questionnaires had been completed and returned at the time
this report was written.
You may think this a small percentage of returns; but, in the first place, no one really knew who
had transferred where in the six-year period (194550) covered by the study. The registrar keeps a record
of all transcripts of credits sent to other colleges at
student request. But sometimes a student will ask
for as many as ten transcripts, each to be sent to a
different college. Then he quits school and starts
furming; but he doesn't tell the registrar that he has.
Thus ten questionnaires were needlessly sent to
other schools! It is no wonder that transfer student
followups, valuable though they may be, are a rare
form of college self-testing.
For various reasons, we discarded 41 of the 116
completed questionnaires. Some of the discarded replies came from students who had attended Eastern
more than 20 years ago. These replies are of historic
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rather than current interest. Many more replies came
from people who had taken a few hours of summer
work at Eastern or had enrolled in off-campus extension classes. These replies are valuable, but of doubtful significance to this study.
The following table shows where respondents
transferred to from Eastern:
Institutions To Which
Transfers Were Completed
University of Illinois, Urbana
Indiana State Teachers College,
Terre Haute
Illinois State Normal University,
Normal
Missouri School of Mines, Rolla
Butler University, Indianapolis, Ind.
North Texas State Teachers College,
Denton
Princeton University, Princeton, N. J.
San Diego State College, Calif.
Spartan College of Aeronautical
Engineering, Tulsa, Okla.
Southern Illinois University,
Carbondale
Union College, Barbourville, Ky.
Total

Number
50
10

4
4

CONCLUSIONS
You might expect transfer students to have a
poor opinion of the college they decided to leave.
"For some reason they are disgruntled," you say.
"They are seeking greener pastures." The study was
made with this in mind.
75

Only 18 colleges and universities were represented in 116 replies. Seventy-three different schools
were addressed in the original mailing.

PROFILE OF A TRANSFER
We are reserving the right to discuss replies to
the most important questionnaire questions under the
heading of "Conclusions," just to make sure you
don't get any wrong ideas. But here is a "profile" of
the typica.l transfer student of the report, drawn from
answers,to a few of the questions:
He spent an average of 1.61 academic years at
Eastern. He completed an average of 67.13 quarter
hours before transferring. At present he is likely to
hold a degree from the
school to which he transferred. Thirty-nine of the 75
hold degrees, but 26 are still
students. Nine dropped out
of school before graduating
and now hold positions or are
i n military service.
One
didn't give his present status.
The typical transfer had a
grade average of 1.91 when
he left Eastern. This is very
close to a B (A-3, B-2, and
C-l). It is higher than the average grade for students
at Eastern, which is about 1.23. Interestingly enough,
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the typical transfer student gets better grades after
leaving Eastern. His average is 2.00, or exactly B, at
other colleges.
The typical transfer student left Eastern because
he could get no further work there in his field of interest. This reason was stated by 64 of the 75 students
replying to this, one of the crucial questions of the
study. "Convenience" and "prestige" were also given
as reasons. Significantly, not one transferee stated
that he left because of quality features of Eastern's
program.
Twenty-seven of the 75 transfers stated that they
lost some credit in making a transfer. They gave
various reasons for the loss, which will be discussed
in "Conclusions."
The typical transfer thinks instruction at Eastern
is as good as that of his new alma mater (42 in 75).
He seldom thinks it poorer (8 in 75); he sometimes
~hinks it better (13 in 75). Sometimes he can't decide (12 in 75).

Therefore, one of the most significant conclusions
we can make is this: Students leave Eastern because
Eastern cannot give them the kind of training they
want, not because they dislike
the school. The questionnaire invited
frankness,
guaranteed
that replies would be kept confidential, and used the "free
answer" type of question. Yet
not one respondent said he left
the campus because Eastern
failed to measure up to his
standards of what a college
should be. Many said (in the
''Remarks" blank) that they were
much happier before transfer~
ring.
To understand more fully the
replies to Question 4 ("Reasons
for leaving Eastern"), you may
need more background. Since 1944 the college has
offered pre-professional and general education on a
two-year basis. Students may do basic work in
twelve professional areas (medicine, dentistry, law,
forestry, nursing, agriculture, etc.) Or they may take
general courses for two years. The average enrollment in these fields has been about 300 students each
year since 1945. These students may take a diploma
at the end of their two years, but most of them transfer without it. Some of them change their minds and
continue at Eastern in one of the 17 teacher-preparation curricula. The degree of B. S. in Ed. is given in
these fields.

To. illustrate the variety of vocational objectives
is fully recognized by the major accrediting agencies.
This guarantees that course work taken at Eastern
of transfers, seven studied engineering, four, agriculture, four, medicine, one, "specialized work in botwill be accepted at full value elsewhere. In the precny," one, "specialized work in sociology," one, · professional areas where Eastern cannot give advanced work, understandings have been reached with
geology, two, dentistry, one, journalism, one, speech
many other schools. However, students are warned
correction, one, occupational therapy, and one, a comto study requirements of colleges to which they may
bination of real estate, civil engineering, agriculture,
transfer. In some cases they are advised.to get ap·
and architecture. Several wanted to finish work for
proval of their programs of study from the school
the Bachelor of Arts degree.
to which they propose to transfer.
"Convenience" was a common reason given for
It is hard to guarantee against loss of credit so
transfer, change of residence accounting for three. A
long as some colleges have standards that change
few students were apparently concerned with "preswith the deans and the chairmen of departments.
tige" values. One University of illinois transfer in
One student gave this example of a highly arbitrary
education said, for example, that she "wished to
decision: "I was not allowed credit for a course in
graduate from the University." One said, "stiffer and
mathematics which I took at Eastern with an instructor
more challenging curriculum." Another said that
with a Doctor's degree in math, yet the course I took
she had several friends at
and liked the
at
was taught by a student who did not
larger campus with "more activities-especially on
yet
have
his
degree.
When I found out that I was to
weekends."
lose some credits I went to the Dean of the College
to find out why, and he gave
Significantly, very few students transfer to
me the reasons quoted ('instrucother teachers colleges. Of the 141 different schools
tors at Eastern did not have the
to which transcripts have been sent since 1945, only
qualifications desired').
When
eight have the word "teachers" in the title. Of the 75
I pointed out to him that the intransfer students reported in this study, only 16 planstructor who taught me physics
ned to teach.
had been appointed head of the
Question 1 of "Purpose of the Test" has been
department (at a branch of his
answered: Students transfer from Eastern because the
own institution), he arbitrarily
educational opportunities it offers are too narrow.
gave me credit in all my physics."
The second question, "How well do students make
If you are of an analytical turn
:::>ut after transferring?" can also be answered briefly:
of mind, you are apt to point
They make just as good grades elsewhere (on the avout that student opinions comerage), and most of them graduate.
paring the quality of instruction
Perhaps you want some background for these
at two colleges are not worth
conclusions too. You ask, "Isn't it more difficult to
much. Their remarks, you will
make the grade at the University? I notice that 50
say, are based on a very incomof the transfers went to the University of illinois."
plete picture. They may be colored by a few horrible
or creditable examples. Or the student is reacting
To judge by "remarks" made by transfers to
to two colleges in general, not to two faculties.
universities and professional schools, students work
harder there than they do in their first two years at
You are perfectly right, of course. What if 42
Eastern. There is no way of telling whether these
out of 75 students do feel that Eastern's instruction
students, had they remained, would have worked
is the· equivalent of instruction elsewhere, that 13.
harder in their junior and senior years at Eastern.
think it better, and eight think it poorer? No important tendency has showed up. No unanimity has apThe slightly higher grade average received at
peared. It is probably much more significant that
ether colleges is not statistically significant. It may be
the American Association of Colleges for Teacher
due entirely to the fact that students everywhere tend
Education rates Eastern's faculty at the 98th percentile
to make higher grades during their junior and senior
in preparation and training.
years. They are more serious and are working in the
Nevertheless, it may be significant that transfer
tields of special interest and ability.
students think Eastern's faculty stacks up pretty well
Before going to the final question of the study,
c::gainst other faculties. The assumption of the study
"How do you rate the quality of instruction at Eastern?"
Nas this: If transfer students are satisfied with the
we should try to discover why it is that 27 of 75
quality of instruction, then it must be at least fair. So
transfer students lost credit in transferring. The questhat is our answer to Question 3.
tionnaire evidence gives a somewhat confused pictSome of the opinions concerning departments
ure. In most cases there was no actual loss at all.
may have an element of validity, and we will pass
Credit was transferable, but it didn't count toward
them along. But note the disagreement!
graduation at the new school. Thus the fault lay in
the student's failure to plan his program in line with
"Some departments at Eastern, i.e., social science
vocational goals early in his college career. Eastern
and English, are superior."
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"Better (at Eastern). The education courses you
offer are tops."

To take training not offered at Eastern __ 53
(liberal arts, 21; engineering, 7, agriculture, 4;
law, 4; medicine, 4, dentistry, 2; special teach·
ing fields, 2; "specialized work in botany," 1;
"specialized work in sociology," 1; geology, 1;
journalism, 1; speech correction, 1; occupational
therapy, 1; "special combination of business,
engineering, and agriculture," 1; forestry, 1;
accounting, 1)

"Some departments are good (chemistry), math
is fair, but the physics department is poor."
"Certain departments (at Eastern) are much better, particularly physics and mathematics."
"In English and social science
rivaled."

Eastern

is

un-

"Certainly the equivalent in education; however,
Eastern offers too narrow a curriculum."
"Eastern is much better in English and social science, art, and. beginning home economics."
"The people at Eastern were extremely helpfuland the home economics department is, I think, unusual in its friendly, helpful approach to its students.
The atmosphere is such that I think it a good place to
send a girl to school."
Summarizing, it appears that Eastern has passed
her test creditably-in a sense. The large numbers of
students who transfer are not leaving because the
college lacks quality; it doesn't. They are leaving because Eastern cannot give them what they need or
want.
This leaves an important question for the people
of Eastern's 26 county area to answer: Should Eastern
attempt to expand her curriculum to serve more of
the youth in her area? Or should she continue to be
half a teachers college, half a pre-professional and
general education school?

"Convenience" reasons (including change
of residence, proximity, availability
of room and board with relatives.
ekJ --------------------------- 12
"Prestige" reasons -----------------

3

More social life --------------------

2

Miscellaneous ---------------------

3

No reason given

6

Total ---------- 79**
Present status:
Student -------------------------- 26
Graduate ------------------------- 39
Employed full time (or in military service)
without having been graduated ____ 9
No reply ------------------------Amount of credit lost in transfer:
None ---------------------------- 44
Some ---------------------------- 27
3
Indefinite
Don't know
Grade average for work done at Eastern__

1.91 ***

Grade average for work done elsewhere__

2.00***

Opinion concerning quality of instruction
at Eastern:
Equivalent to that of instruction at
school to which transferred -------- 42

A TABULATION OF
QUESTIONNAIRE REPLIES

Better than that of instruction at
school to which transferred ________ 13

Male transfer students replying --------- 51

Poorer than that of instruction at

Female transfer students replying ------ 24
Total replying ----------------------- 75
Average number of academic years
spent at Eastern -------------------

1.61

Average number of quarter hours of work
done at Eastern ------------------- 67.13*
.Average number of semester hours work
done at institution(s) to which
transfer was made ----------------- 83.20
Reasons given for leaving:
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school to which transferred

8

No opinion or divided opinion _______ 12

* If each student who replied had been in residence while enrolled and had taken a full load,
this figure would have been 76.8. The disparity
may be due to confusion of quarter and semester
hours .
* * Two respondents gave two reasons for transferring.
*** Based on scale: A= 3, B = 2,
C

=

1, D

= 0.

Eastern Illinois State College
Charleston, Illinois
June 15, 1951

TRANSFER STUDENT QUESTIONNAIRE
Dear Former Student:
Please fill out the blanks below to the best of your ability and return in the enclosed envelope. Your
answers will be of service to us in evaluating our program and policies. We have kept the questionnaire
as brief as possible. If there are questions you find it difficult or impossible to answer, leave them blank.
We will hold all replies strictly confidential. Thank you.
Stanley Elam
Director of Public Relations

Current address

Name

(1) Years at Eastern
number of quarter hours of work at Eastern - - - - - ·

(2) Approximate

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - (3) Major and

minor or curriculum (if not in teaching field) at Eastern
(4) Reasons for leaving Eastern - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

(5) College or university to which transferred
(6) How far have you advanced with your work there?

(7) Approx. number of semester

hours _ _ _ _ _ _ (8) What is your present status (student, graduate, position now held, etc.)? _ _

(9) If a student, what is your vocational objective?
and (1 0) what curriculum are you following?
(11) What was your approximate grade average for work at Eastern?
(12) Approximate grade average for work at institution to which transferred?
(13) Did you lose credit in making the transfer? - - - - - - - - (14) How much?
(15) What reason was given for not counting this credit?

(16) Do you consider instruction at Eastern the equivalent, better, or poorer than that of the institution to
which

you

transferred? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Remarks: · - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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